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THREE-DIMENSIONAL MEASUREMENTS
OF FATIGUE CRACK CLOSURE
S.K. Ray* and A.F. Grandt, Jr.**
School of Aeronautics and Astronautics
Purdue University
West Lafayette, IN 47907
SUMMARY
Fatigue cracks were grown in polycarbonate specimens under constant
cyclic stress intensity factors and were subjected to tensile overloads
to determine the fatigue crack retardation behavior. The cracks were
examined under a monochromatic light source to create optical interference
fringe patterns, which were used to measure crack surface separation in
the test specimens. These crack opening profiles were obtained as a
function of applied load and were compared before and after the tensile
overload. These results are discussed in terms of the fatigue crack closure
mechanism, and provide a more thorough understanding of the three dimen-
sional nature of crack closure.
A tensile overload was shown to significantly delay subsequent
fatigue crack growth 1n polycarbonate specimens. The increased difference
between crack growth rates at the surface and interior of the specimen
resulted in mor.e tunneling following the overload. The crack opening
load at the specimen surface is significantly higher than that in the
interior, which explains the difference in crack growth rates between
the surface and the interior of the specimen.
* Research assistant
** Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics
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NOTATION
Average crack length
Crack surface separation at a specific fringe location
Elastic modulus
Stress intensity factor
Cyclic range in stress intensity factor
Fringe order
Number of applied load cycles
K of overload cycle!ilKbmax
Distance from crack tip
Stress ratio = minimum/maximum stress per cycle
Poisson's ratio
Wave length of light (sodium vapor)
Applied l1K for steady state crack growth
K needed to separate the crack faces at the tip.
K value which gives elastic crack opening-force relation
Increase in cyclic life caused by the overload
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CHAPTER 1
RACKGROUND
1.1 INTRODUCTION
One important measure of fatigue damap,e is the current fatigue
crack size and its associated propagation rate. It has been observed
that crack tip plasticity due to tensile overloads may significantly
delay (retard) fatigue crack propagation in many materials [1-4]. Fig-
ure 1 represents a typical crack length versus cycles curve showing the
overload effect on the growth rate of a fatigue crack. Since many
structures are subjected to complex load histories which may include
these overloads, understanding the retardation effect is of great impor-
tance. Explanation for fatigue crack retardation has included crack tip
blunting and the fatigue crack closure approaches.
The blunting mechanism describes retardation in terms of crack
reinitiation [5]. When an overload is applied, the crack tip is blunted
by the local plastic deformation, and additional cycles must be applied
to reinitiate small flaws at the blunted site. Note in Figure 2 how
small surface cracks form along the notch in a polycarbonate fati~le
specimen (2b), and eventually coalesce (2c) into a single crack front.
Following the application of a tensile overload in the transparent test
specimen, small cracks again form along the blunted crack tip (Figure
2e) during the retardation period. Thus. in this case. the overload
blunted the sharp crack tip and the retardation period involved reini-
tiation of fatigue cracks along the blunted crack front •
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The crack closure phenomenon (1,6) eKplains retardation 1n terms of
c:ompresl'li ve residua I st reRses behind the crack Up. These st resses are
due to the plAstically deformed reroion ahead of the crack tip; and the
size of this deformed reRion is proportional to the stress level and the
crack length. As a cracl< grows through this plasUc zone, a plasUc
wake Is formed which contain3 the compressive residual stresses. These
stresses hold the crack. faces closed during portions of positive load
cyclf'S and rl~duce the effective load for the remainder of the cycle.
Fir,ure 3 schemat ically shows the crack Up plastic zone and the result-
If.\~, plastic wake. Figure 4 shows how the effective stress range is
reduced in a typical load cycle by crack closure. The crack growth rate
is decreased as a result of the closure effect and in some cases crack
arrest is caused by complete closure (7). It has been proposed that the
overloads increase the magnitude of the residual compressive 6tresses,
resulting in a reduction of the effective stress level, and lowerin~ of
the crack growth rate (retardation). A recent review paper (8) points
out th(' importance of fatielle crack closure in characterizing, variable
amplitude loading, thre5ho~d fatigue crack growth, and extension of
short cracks.
It Is well known that the crack tip plastic zone is larger at free
surfaces, whet'e plane stress occurs, than at the center of a thick
specimen when! plane strain conditions prevail (9).
4
,,
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Fir,ure S shows how the phstic zone she varies through the thickness of
• thick specimen. This throur,h-the-thlckness plastic zone she varia-
tion has been used to explain, among other thln~s, thickness dependent
fracture toughness and thickness related fatigue crack behavior. The
larger plastic zone at the specimen surface would imply that the closure
r
I
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effect is ",ore profounrl at the surface than at the interior, resultin~
In 8 slower crack gro~th rate at the free surface. This throu~h-
thickness variation in crack growth rates Is co~~only called the tunnel-
ing effect. The effect of the state of stress on plastic zone size, and
the result Ing fat IBlle crack growth rnte has been demonstrated with varl-
ahle amplitude loading experiments, where thin specimens have longer
crack growth lives than thick speci~ens llO-16}.
In addition to crack closure associated with the plastic wake
behind the crack tip. two other closure ~chanisms have been proposed:
asperity induced closure and oxide induced closure. The a<;perity
induced closure model (17-19) states that crack surface rour,hness keeps
the crack facp.s propped open under zero 10a1. The ~~ximum plastic zone
size in this model is smaller than the r,rain size, While the size of the
fracture surface roughness is on the same order as the crack tip dis-
placement. To satisfy the requirement for a small plastic zone size.
lIsperity induced closure is ~enerally ohserved at low crack growth rates
-6(on the order of 10 mm/cycle). When the fracture surface siT.e is the
dominant factor. the crack tends to frow In a zig-zaP,. out of plane
path, IcadinR to significant Hode JI displacements and to asperity
induced closure. Models userl to predict asperity induced closure
include the single asperity model (20). spring clip model (21). 'and the
fracture surface roughness model (22) •
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In the oxide induced Closul'e mechanism (23,24), the formation of an
oxide layer just behind the crack tip prevents the crack surfaces from
closin~. As before, the thickness of the oxide layer 18 comparable to
the crack tip displacements. During the clostnR phase of the load
cycle, ('arly contact occurs between the two crack faces due to the pres-
ence of the oxide layer, resulting once more in the closure phenomenon.
Oxide induced closure, like the asperity model, has also been observed
at low crack growth rates. Since both asperity and oxide induced clo-
sure mechnn1sms keep the crack faces open under zero load, they are
SOMetimes referred to as ''Non-closure'' models. A more detailed discus-
slon of the various closure mechanisms, as well as other factors contrl-
buting to closure, is presented In a recent literature review (25).
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This section reviews techniques that have been developed to charac-
ter17.e fatir-lle crack closure. 80th numerical and experimental methods
are briefly discussed.
Some analytical crack closure models (26-27) have been shown to be
effective In predicting the crack growth rates in thin metal specimens.
The model used in Reference 26, for example, employed the Dugdale con-
cept but allowed plastically deformed material to be left in the wake of
the extending crack tip. This model was us~d to study a central crack
in a finite-width specimen subjected to uniform load. The crack surface
displacements were obtained by the superposition of two elasttc solu-
tions: a crack in a finlte plate subjected to a remote stress and a
uniform stress applied over a portion of the crack surfaces. This crack
closure rodel was used to correlate the fatigue crack growth rates under
constant-amplitude loading and to predict the crack behavior under
variable-amplitude loading. Experiments performed with 2219-T851 alumi-
num alloy specimens agreed well with the analytical predictions.
The closure ~odel described in Reference 27 is based on a cycle-
by-cycle analysis of the fatigue crack growth and assumes that crack
extenSion only occurs during the increasing portion of the applied load
cycle. The effective stress intensity factor range that the central
crack in a plate experiences is based on the plasticity behind the crack
tip. This model was used to analyze crack growth rate behavior under
variable aMplitude loading, and the results were comparable to the
experimental behaviors.
7
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Ar;!)thcr numerical study analyzed crack closure In a center-cracked
panel under cyclic loadln~ using 8 two-dl~enslonal, non-linear, finite
ele~ent model with changing boundary conditions (28). In this study the
material was assumed to be elastic-perfectly plastic, and the model was
co~posed of two-dimensional constant-strain triangular elements. It was
observed that the element-mesh size near the crack tip influenced the
prediction of the magnitude of crack closure and opening loads. By
choosing an appropriate finite-element-mesh, the actual experimental
crack growth rate could be simulated. Using this finite element
anAlysis, the simulated crack growth rate was consistent with Go~e of
the experimental results. Although the finite-el~ment method may work
well for closure prt:dictlons, the analysis is often compUcated and may
require long computation times.
Most experimental measurements of fatigue crack openinp, have been
performed on metal specimens, employing techniques such as crack mouth
opening displacement (CHOD) measurements, strain gages, push rods, etc.
Sorre detailed aspects of these methods are discussed below.
The CHOD gage (29-31) measures the displacement fro~ a clip gage
mounted across the mouth of the precracking notch. A plot of displace-
ment versus load is ohtained, and the transi t ion point (where the curve
chanp,es from non-linear to linear) represents the closure load. The
closure load measured by this technique represents an average value for
the crack opening through the specimen thickness. Ext reme care must be
taken with this technique since misalignment and friction in the londing
fixtures and the clip ga~e may alter the results considerahly.
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The straln gage measurements (29,32-33J involve bondinR one or more
strain p,nges at various locations across the crack surfaces. In 60~e
cases strain gages are also mounted on the hack face of the specimen.
The signal fror.! the strain gages are then recorded 8S a function of the
applied load, and the closure load Is ar.ain determined at the point
where the load versus strain record becomes linear.
Ultrasonic methods (34-36J measure the chllnginp, acoustic resistance
of a specimen as the crack opens or closes. The intensity of the ultra-
sonic signal reflected fro~ the fatigue crack v~rie8 depending on the
amount of closure present. In this technique, an ultrasonic transmitter
is placed on the top of the cracked test specimen, and a receiver is
placed opposite the transmitter on the bottom of the specimen. As
before, the received signal intensity is plotted against the load or the
stress intensity, and the closure load is determined. The closure load
obtained in this fashion is not, however, always consistent with the
CHOD or the strain gage measurements (25J.
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The potential difference approach (25,29,31,37,38) measures the
electric resistance of ~ specimen, which is also proportional to the
openIng of the crack. In this instance the metal specimen acts as a
part of an electrical circuit. A constant current supply is provided
across the specimen, and the signal obtained from potential probes
placed on both sides of the crack is recorded as a function of the
applied load. It has been observed in Rome applications that the
received signal may be misled by the presence of a layer of insulatin~
oxide on the crack faces which prevents electrical contact. Other dif-
ficulties with this technique are associated with the change of the
electrical properties of the material in the crack tip yield zone.
The interferometric displacement gage (39-40) uses a laser to meas-
ure the relative displacement between two shallow reflecting indenta-
tions (39), or grooves (40), located across the crack (the separation
distance varying from 0.5 to 1.0 rom). Interference fringe patterns are
created by the diffracted laser beams, and the motion of these fringes
represent the crack surface displacements. This technique has proven to
be an effective method for measuring crack surface displacements and is
essentially a non-contact method.
The push-rod displacement gage technique [7,41) has been lIsed to
determine the closure at a single point inside the specimen. For this
method a push-rod assemhly is fastened to the specimen by drilling two
parallel holes just behind th~ fatigue crack front. The relative dis-
placement of the hole bottoms is measured with a twin cantilever clip
gage via the push-rods. The closure load is then determined by locating
the linear point on the load/displacement curve.
10
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Oth~r m~thod~ u~ed to oht~fn the clo~ure londs include special dis-
placement ga~es [42J, direct ohservation usinr, electron microscopy (43),
and a vacuum infiltration technique (44). It should be noted that all
of these techniques only detcrmi ne the closure loads at the sped men
surface or at a sincle point inside the specimen (7) and can not deter-
mine the complete through-the-thickness variation of closure. Also note
tlUlt since an acoustically or electrically open crack is not the same as
a mechanically open fll'l\~, these methods can give different measures of
crack closure [45J.
Optical interferometry has been employed to measure stress inten-
sity factors fron crack surface displacements in r,lass specimens (46-47)
and to neasure crack closure in polymcthylrnethacrylate (P~~) (48].
AI:~our.h P}~IA is fairly brittle, crack retardation was not ohserved in
this earlier work, but it was possIble to determine that fatielle crack
closure was more significant at the surface than in the specimen inte-
rior.
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1.3 OBJECTIVE OF CURRENT RESEARCH
-- -
The objective of the current research is to determine through-the-
thickness variations in fatigue crack closure. Complete three-
dimensional crack opening profiles are measured by the use of optical
interferometry. In this technique, a monochromatic light source is
directed onto the crack plane in an optically transparent specimen. The
reflection of the li~ht rays fron the crack surfaces form a fringe pat-
tern ~lich can he related to the crack surface displacements. Crack
closure can then readily be ohserved from the hehavior of the surface
displaceJ:lents.
Crack opening results are described for optical interferometry
measurements with cracked polycarhonate (a transparent, ductile polymer)
specimens. Since the specimens are transparent, optical interferometry
provides three-dimensional measurements of crack surface displacements •
These displacements were then related to fatigue crack retardation and
closure. Fundamental questions addressed in this report include the
follO\I1ing:
What is the complete through-the-thickness crack opening profile
assumed by a fatigue crack in a thick memher?
Does the crack opening profile measured on the specimen surface
(plane stress) differ fron that which occurs In the plane strain inte-
rior?
12
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Does the crack opening load differ in the specimen interior from
that measured at the free surface?
~~at is the effect of tensile overloads on crack opening profiles.
and what is the subsequent effect on fatigue crack growth?
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EXI' ER1!'1F-NTAL PROCI-:OURE
Optical interference occurs in a thIn transparent wedge when the
reflection of light rays froM the top and the botton of the faces of the
wedge have different path lengths (49-50). ~~en a crack is present in a
transparent material, an air film wedge is for"~d between the two crack
surfaces and may cause optical interferOMetry to take place. As
schel'latically presented in Figure 6, SOl'll' light waves travel through the
transparent specimen and are reflected back by the top surface of the
crack, whereas other waves, following a different path, penetrate the
top surface and are reflected by the bottom surface of the crack. This
difference in path lengths causes interference fringes to form. Each
fringe represents a locus of points which have the same displacement
between the crack surfaces [50). If the .ravelength of the light source
is known, the crack surface displacements may be computed using the fol-
lowing optics equation [50}.
For destructive interference:
D~>'4
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Here D is half the crack surface separation at 8 specific fringe loca-
tion, n 18 the fringe order (n • 0, I, ••• ), and A 1& the wave length of
the monochromatic light source. The O-order fringe is defined here 8R
the first destructive fringe and correspondR to a total crack separation
2D • )./2.
Note that Equation 1 demonstrates that destructive fr1nr,es occur
when the path difference between the top and the bottOD faces of the
crack equals an odd number of half wavelengthes 149}.
In addition to crack closure ~asure~ent8 148}, other applications
of the interferometric technique described in the literature include
stress intensity factor measurements [46-47,51}, study of crack propaga-
tion at material interfaces (52], and measurements of the J-lntegral for
arbitrary geometry and loading (53).
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2.2 SPECI~EN PREPARATION
PolycArhonate was chosen as the model material because of its opti-
cal transparency and relatively large ductility (hence the ability to
develop residua 1 stresses that causes crack retardatf on). The test
specimens were 4.6cm. x 2.0 em. x 17.8 em. (l.S in. x 0.8 In. x 7.0 In.)
and contained 0.2S cm. (0.1 in.) deep V-notches as shown ln Figure 7.
All specimen were cut from a single sheet of polycArbonate. and the
notches were oriented in the same direction to maintain a cOORtant crack
growth direction for all tests. To remove potential initial residual
stresses. the specimens were AllOcaled at 13S°:t30 C (280°:t30F) for 24
hours and then slowly cooled to roo~ temperature. A razor hlade was
used to sharpen the V-notch Across the specimen thickness to ensure that
small naturally occurring fatigue cracks developed in the same plane.
and coalesced to form a sinr.Ie through-the-t'lickness crack. For obser-
vat ion purposes. one end of the specimen was polished with increasingly
finer gr;t!ie polishinr, wheels and finall)' buffed to transparency. Sped-
men transparency was further improved by placing a cover slip coated
with a thin film of oil over the viewing surface (Figure 7).
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!.l FATICUt:~ GRO\JTB MF.ASUREm:NTS
Cyclic loarls (haversine function) were applied in a four-point bend
confip.uration at 4 Hz. The specimen experienced a minimum bending moment
of 2.33 N-m (20.63 lb-in) durinp, the load cycle to minimize the specimen
movement on the four-point bend fixtures. Loads were applied with a 20-
000 lb capacity closed loop electrohydraulic MrS machine. The crack
plane was photographed through the transparent specimen with a 35 mm.
cnmera as a function of elapsed cycles. The crack photographs were
mellSured by projecting the negatives onto a digithing board. Since the
crack fronts are often curved, five measurements at different locations
across the specimen thickness were averaged for the through-thickness
crack length.
Load shedding techniques were used to grow the cracks under con-
stant tot< conditions for the fstir-ue crack retardation experiments. The
resulting linear crack length versus cyclic response simplified the task
of determining the retardation cycles CAused by overlORds (Figure 2).
For load shedding purposes, the crack lenr,th was measured by viewing a
0.25 cm. (0.1 inch) gradient scale mounted on a transparent piece of
specimen material attached to the side of the test specimen. By this
arrangement, it was possible to maintain 6t< constant to within ±7% dur-
tog the experiments. It was necessary to grow the cracks at small
cyclic loads to avoid rough crack surfaces which prevented interference
fringe formation by scattering the reflected light rays.
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2.4 FRINGE ORSERVATION
Interference fringe patterns were obtained by shininr, a sodium
vapor light source through the polished end of the specimen. The
w8velenp,th of the sodium light source is S.S9xl0-7 em. (2.319xl0-7 In.).
The sodium light was projected at an right angle to the crack plane by
one or more snail mirrors. The resulting fringe patterns were then pho-
tographed for different applied loads with a 35 mo. camera equipped with
a 135 mm. lens and bellows adjusted to give the desired magnification of
the crack plane. A high contrast technical film (Kodak technical pan
f11m 2415) was used to enhance the frinp,e photographs. The fringe pat-
terns were photographed under different loads for the steady state crack
growth case, tlle overload cycle, and for periodic cycles following the
overload. The frinr,e pattern photographs were ~asured by projecting
the 35 mm. negatives on to a digitizing table.
A three-point bend static load frame was constructed for the pur-
pose of photographing the interference fringes under small applied
loads. The fringes could not be easily ~lotographed while the specimen
was mounted on the }rrs machine due to the vibration of the hydraulic
system and the low light level fror.! the light source. These vihrations,
in conjunction with the long exposure times required to photograph the
low light level frinse patterns, prevented distinct interference fringe
photographs in the fatigue (MTS) machine.
Tensile overloads were applied to the test specimen on the three-
point bend static load frame. After photographing the resulting fringe
patterns caused by the overloads, further crack growth was carried out
at the ori8inal baseline stress intensity factors on the HIS machine.
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!.1 STRAIN GAGE AND CHOD MEASUREMENTS
One objective of these experiments was to correlate fringe pattern
data with results from the strain gage and ClOD techniques. For this
purpose, two EA-41-125-120 type strain gages (whose length-0.15 cm.)
were mounted across the crack on one test specimen as shown in Figure 8.
One of the strain gap,es was mounted at 0.10 em. (.04 in.) behind the
crack tip at the surface, while the second gage was mounted just ahead
of the crack tip. The signals froo both strain gages were recorded as a
function of applied load at the same time the fringe patterns were pho-
tographed. Since the specimen was loaded in three-point bending for the
fringe photographs, it was not possible to locate a strain gage on the
top surface perpendicular to the crack plane.
A clip gage was mounted at the mouth of the crack by means of two
metal I.,. ~.3 glued very close to the notch as shown in Figure 8~ The
crack mouth displacement was then monitored as a function of applied
load. In one experiment, the reading frorn the strain gage and the clip
gAge were monitored while the frinp,e patterns were photographed for
increasing load.
24
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Figure (): ScheMatic of interferonetry T'lcthod ~lhich r.ives threc-
~irnen~ional crack ~Irfncc rli~p]nceMPnts in tranRpnrent sp~cimens
[Ref. 47). -
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3.1 NATERIAL PROPERTIES
Fatigue crack grO\olth rate data for the polycarbonate test material
are shmm in Figure 9. This plot contains (lata fror.l six constant load
and five consl~nt ~K tests. All specimens were edge cracked beams
loaded in four-pelnt hending as before. The five constant ~ specimens
were conducted f.t low ~K levp.ls and are indicated by the solid circles
at the lower end of the curve. A least squares straight line fit
throuRh the da/dN versus ~K gave the follO\Jing crack gro,,·th rate rela-
tion.
(2)
1/2
'''hen da/dN is expressed in inch/cycle. and the units of ~K are psi-in
28
curves and fracture toughness at the time of this report although speci-
Tensile tests reported in Reference 5 for polycarhonate gave an
elastic modulus of 2.234 x 106 KPa (3.24 x 105 psi). a 0.2% offset yield
II 3
strength of 4.136 x 10 KPa (6.0 x 10 psi). a yield point of 6.342 x
A 3 1/210 KPa (9.2 x 10 psi). and a ,fracture toup,hness of 3637 KPa-m (3310
psi-in l / 2). Equipment prohlems prevented measurement of stress-strain
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in Equation 2, m equals 3.89 and
terms of tnrn/cycle. and the units
-IF!C equals 2.S5 x 10 •
C equals 1.~2 x 10-17 • If da/dN is in
1/2for ~K are KPa-m ,m equals 3.89 and
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mens with the current material have been prepared and will he tested at
a later date.
1.1. FATIGUE~CLO~URF. ~lEASURENENTS
This section descrihes the individual fatigue crack retard~ti~n,
closure experiments and presents the measured data. The significance of
these results is discussed in Chapter 4. Six specimens were tested as
described belo'" and are summarized in Table 1.
TEST B-12
Test B-12 was conducted at 8 baseline stress intensity factor (~b)
of 330 KPa_m1/ 2 (300 pSi-in1/ 2). After the steady state fringe patterns
were photogrRphed as a function of applied load, an overload factor of 4
(Q = K I 6Kh =4) was applied to the specimen. Figure 10 shows themax
average crack length verses elapsed cycles for Test R-12. Note that the
delay in the cyclic life caused by the overload (Nd) for this specimen
is approximately 43 000 cycles.
The presence of the crack tip plastic zone enables the crack sur-
faces to separate without causing measurable crack extension. This
relative movement of the crack faces (crack-opening displacements) may
be accurately determined by analyzing the interference fringe patterns.
The displacement is expressed in fringe order units in this report,
although other dimensions may be obtained hy Equation 1•
Figure 11 presents a typical set of fringe patterns for the steady
state case while Figure 12 presents the patterns for the first cycle
29
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increased, the number of frinr,es increases and the spacinr, amonr, the
fringes decreases, indicating that the crack faces become further
following the overload. Note in Figure 11 (the steildy state case) that
Also note in Figure II that as the applied load is
the crack tip, is referred as the K for that particular location and is
o
reaches the crack tip at the specimen surface at a K value of 83.4 KPa-
m
1/2 (76.2 pSi-inI/2 ). The load, at which the outer-most fringe reaches
as the applied load is increaserl, the O-order fringe reached the crack
tip at the middle of the specimen at H K vallie of 46.4 KPa-m 1/2 (42.3
1/2psi-in ). As the load is further increased, the O-order fringe
a measure of the load required for the crack surfaces to separate. In
1/2for the surface of the specimen is 83.4 KPa-m (76.2
the crack opened in the interior at 46.4 KPa_m 1/2
Test B-12, the K
o
1/2psi-in ), while
1/2(42.3 psi-in ).
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sepnrated. The last photograph in Figure II shm!s the frinr,e pattern
1/2photographed at the maximum load (llKb = 330 KPa-m ). It can be seen
that under this applied load, the fringes become straight across ·the
specimen, indicating little difference in crack separation between the
specimen surface and interior.
Figure 12 sho"'$ that following the overload, the outer-most frinee
reaches crack tip at the specimen interior under zero load although some
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positive load is necessary to open the crack tip at the surface. This
fact suggests that the crack tip faces are separated at the specimen
interior under zero load follmJinp, the overload application.
One method for analyzing the crack opening profiles is to plot the
fringe order as a function of distance fron the crack tip for different
30
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loads showinR the crack surface separation as a function of position.
Two such plots were obtained for each loaet sequence; crack openin~ pro-
files measured at the specimen surface and another measured along the
interior (middle) plane of the specimen. In these crack opening profile
plots. the crack tip is used as the plot origin. Figure 13 presents the
opening profile measured at the surface for Specimen B-12 after 6teady
state loading. Each curve in this Figure represents a different applied
load and gives the total separation between the two crack surfaces as a
function of distance fron the crack tip. The load for which the curve
passes through the origin. causing complete crack tip separation, is
referred to here as the opening load (K ) for the particular crack loca-
o
tion. In Figure 13. an applied K of 83.69 KPa_m1/ 2 causes conplete
crack separation and is called the opening stress intensity (K ) meas-
o
ured at the specimen surface •
A K value may also he obtained for the specimen interior in a
o
similar fashion. Figure 14 presents the crack opening profile for the
middle (interior) of Specimen B-12 for the steady state case. Note that
the opening load is much smaller in this instance than that at the free
surface. The crack surfaces are completely open at an applied K of 46.4
KPa_m1/ 2 at the specimen interior while a value of 83.4 KPa_m1/ 2 was
required to separate the crack faces at the specimen surface. This
difference in crack tip opening at the specimen interior and surface is
due to the larger plastic zone at the specimen surface.
Figure 15 presents crack separation profiles for the surface of the
specimen in the steady state case as the applied load is removed. It
was observed that the dosinr, load (Figure 15) equals the opening load
31
(fiAufe 13) in thi!!; cnsc. Flr,Uft' 16 presents thl" crack closing profiles
mc.1sured In the f';J'!ec1Mcn Interior, and nr,aln, the opcninr, load 19 equ31
to the closinf; value.
Ficure 17 presents the crack clos1nR profiles for the overload
cycle measured at the surfnce of the spccil'\Cn (load is decreasinr. In
this cnse). The openlnA load for the oVl'rlolld cycle is, of course, the
same value as for the steady state CR~(,. Upon examination of Figure 17,
it nny he noted that the closing load (where the crack surfaces cone
Intt' contact) for the overload cycle ('qu~1& 74.4 KPa-ml /2 as cOMpared to
the opening K of 83.7 Kl'a_m1/ 2 • Finure 18 presents the closing profiles
(load is decrensin~) for the specimen interior during the overload
cycle. The c1osinr, K (""here the cracK fnces ilt the tip come into con-
tact) for th~ specimen inlerior is zero ns cOMpared to 46.4 KPa-ml / 2 for
the steady state case. Thus, the creck tip remains open in the specimen
interior after the ov('rlolld is removed.
Fip,ures 19-22 present the crack oplming profiles Measured at the
specimen surface durinn the 1st, IOtll, IOOth, and IOOOth cycles follow-
fng the overload. There was no sign1ficnnt difference between the open-
i ng anel the clos i nr, K vn 1ues for (ht'st' cilses. ngures 23-26 present the
crack open!n!', profiles mensurcd at th.. Intt'r!or (middle) of the spl'clmen
for the lfit. 10th. IOOth. and lOO()th cycles followinr. the overloarl.
Again. it was observed that the specir.lcn interior remained open under
zero laaet for all these cnses.
Thus far the openinR stress intensity factor (K ) has been defined
o
as the K vallie where the crllck faces St~I':\rale at the crack tip as meas-
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urel1 from the fringe pAttern. Another Interpretation of the opcninr.
10al1 often (''''I,loyed is the lond at which the ernck 0lwns anl1 closes in B
lincarly clastic 1lk1nner. \o.'hen Olltlervinr. the CHon, strain ga~e, or other
similar coopliance techniques, the openinR loarl is defined as the value
where the crack behaves linearly. This linear elastic value is obtained
by observing the transition point on the load verNUS displacement ~Irve.
For conparison purposes, load versus displacement curves were obtained
frot:l the interference frinr,es at both interior and surface points on the
specimen for different distances frot:l the crack lip.
The data for the applied K versus crack disrlncement (20) curves
were obtained froo the fringe plots (cruck opening and crack closing
profiles, Figures 11-26) by mensurinr. the displaccml'nt8 (fringe order)
at a fixed distance fror.l the crack tip for clifferent applied londs.
FiGures 27-30 prescnt these clnstic opening plots for different loca-
tionn ilt both the ::.!de nnd the middle of the spec1l'1en for steady state
crack r,rowth. The c).astic openinr, 1\ values (K ) wen' then obtnined by
oe
determlninr. the point \o:hcre the curve chOlngcs from non-linear to linear.
Figures 31-36 pre!'cnt the loarl versus dlsplacemcnttl curves r.lcasured at
different locations fran the crack tip for the 10th cycle following the
overload. It may be noted fror, Figures 27-3(, that the K values fol-
oc
lowing the overload tire hfr,her than for the ste:lcly state cases. The
above procedure "'as carried out for different cycles fo1101.1nr, the over-
load as well as for crack opt'ning and closing. T"hle 2 summarizes the
K values for different casef; for Test B-I2. Not~ that it was not
oe
practical to cletcrnfne K for distnnces less than 0.19 rom (0.0075 in)
oe
fron the crack tip. since it was not possible to r~solvc the displace-
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ment versus load curves fron Figures 13-26 at such small distance from
the orir,in.
TEST li-13
----
1/2Test B-l1 was carried out with ~Kh set cqual to 313 KPa-m (285
pSi-in I/2 ) nnd cmployed nn overlond factor of 3. Ficure 37 presents the
averar,e crack l('nJ;th versus cycles for this test. The delay cAused hy
the overloaet in this ('/lse was 37 500 cycles. In this instance, portions
of the crack plane were not smooth enouRh to form interference fringes
through the thickness of the specinen, therefore no crack closure data
are Available for this test.
TF.ST 8-14
III 1/2This tf'st enployed iI baseline llKb of 297 KPa-m (270 psi-in )
with an overland factor of 5. Figure 38 presents the average cruck
len~th versus e1.1psed cycles for test n-14. The delay cnuRed by the
overload in this case equals 54 000 cycles. Figure 39 presents the
crack opening profiles for the steady state case at the specimen inte-
rior, and Figure 40 represents the corresponding surface profiles. The
crack tip opening load for the interior of the specimen was 14.2 KPa-
1/2 1/2
m (12.9 psi-in ) whereas the opening load for the specimen surface
was 37.9 KPa-m l /2 (34.5 pSi-in J/2 ). It was also observed that the crack
tip opcnin~ and c1osinr. lands were c'lu:ll for Test B-14. It should be
noted that for Test B-14. the openinn load (K ) was considerahly lower
o
than the crack tip opening load for Test B-12 (83.4 KPa-mI/2 ).
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Fir-ures Itl-43 prcRcnt the speciMcn interior openinr. profiles for
the 1st, 10th, ..nrl WOOth cycles followinr, the overload. Followinr, tile
overloacl application, it was observed that the interior crack tip was
again open under zero load. Fizures 44-45 show the crack openinG pro-
files for the 1st and lOth cycle following the overload at the surface
of the specimen. The crack tip opening load at the surface followlne
• 1/2 1/2the overloarl was 25 l,Pa-m which is below the 37.9 KPa"'m value
measured prior to the ovcrload aprl icat ion.
Strain gages w~re also mounted across the crack at the surface of
speciMen 1l-14 (Figure R). The crack opening profile photographs with
and witllout the strain gnges for the steady state case are presented in
Chapter 4.
TE5T R-15
1/2This teRt was conrluctpd at a haseline 6Kb of 269 KPa-m (245
1/2pd-in ) with lin oV('rloa(l fnctor of 4. Figllre 46 prCRl'nts the avcrnp,e
crack length ver6US applierl cyclrs for test R-15. For this test, only
the steady state crack length versus elnpsed cycles is plotted since the
crack erowth pictures follOlofing the overload "'cre lost due to dlfficul-
ties with the photo developinG. Finure 47 shows the crack opening pro-
files for the steady state case :It the Illi:ldle of the spedlllcn, and Fig-
ure 4R reprt'scnts the prof llcs at the surface. For test R-15, the open-
fnp, load for the surf:ICC is 39.R KPa_m1/ 2 (36.3 psl-ln l / 2 ) wl l(:orei16 the
opening value for the Rpccirnen interior eqllal6 15.1 KPa_m1/ 2 (13.8 psi-
in l / 2 ). Figures 49-52 prescnt CTiJck opening profiles for the 1st, 10th,
IOOth, and 1000th cycle followin~ the overload at the surface of the
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spt·cimcn. Fil~urcs 53-5& show the opening profiles for the middle of the
specil'len for the ahove conditions. The opening load following the over-
1/2 1/2load at the free slIrface equals 19.9 KPa-m (1R.1 psi-in ) wherens
the crack tip surfaces remain open at zero load for the interior (mid-
dIe) of the specimen followin~ the overload.
TEST n-16
1/2 1/2Test H-16 was conducted at a 6Kh of 352 KPa-m (320 psi-in )
with an overload factor of 6. fir-lire 57 prCflents the average crack
growth versus elapsed cycles for Test R-16. The delay in crack growth
caused by the overload In this test equals 50 000 cycles. No fringe
patterns were obtained for thifl test due to crack plane rou~hness at the
relatively high ~Kb which prevented formation of the interference
fringes.
TEST B-J7
One ohjective of this test was to dcterl'line whether the region well
behind the crack tip infIuc-nces the crack tip openinr. loads. Previous
work done with thick X7090-T6 powder lllul'linUM alloy specimens has shown
that the rer"oval of successive lengths of the plast ic wake mnterial·
hehind the crack tip reduces the tip opening load [54]. Although there
was a reduction in the crack opening load due to removal of material
behind the crack tip, it was ohserved in RefC'rencc 54 that the near-tip
closure influcnces the crack growth hchavior much morl! than the closure
away frOI' the tip. This test (1l-17) attcl:lptec! to deterr:tine if simi lar
behavior would occur through the specimen thickness in the transparent
polycarhonnte speciMens.
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In order to check for variance in crack openinr, loarl due to the
reMoval of plastically deformed material behind the crack tip, succes-
sive lengths of crack contact surfAce were reMoved in Test 8-17, and the
resultin~ crack openinn profiles were studierl. Figure 58 shovs a
schematic view of this test matrix. Test 1\-17 "las conducted at a hase-
line AY. of 297 KPa_m1/ 2 (270 pSi-in 1/ 2). No overload was applierl to
this spednen, but the crack openin~ loads for the steady state case
were determined at the specimen middle (Figure 59) and at the free sur-
fnce (Fip,ure 60). In this test, the free surface stearly state opening
load (I< ) equals 46.1 KPa_ml / 2 (42 pSi-in l / 2 ) and for the middle equals
o
21.8 J<Pa-rn l / 2 (19.8 pSi-in 1/ 2). The effect of the contact surface remo-
val on the crack opening profiles 1s discussed 1n Chapter 4.
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TE:iT i\K b(KPalffi ) KOVERlOAD TEST DESCRIPTION
8-12 330 1326 CRACK RETARDATION, FRINGE OBSERVATION
8-13 . 313 939 CRACK RETARDATION
CRACK RETARDATION, FRINGE OBSERVATION,
8-14 297 1485 STRAIN GAGE MEASUREMENTS
8-15 269 1076 CRACK RETARDATION, FRINGE OBSERVATION
8-16 352 2112 CRACK RETARO,l\XION
8-17 297
FRINGE OBSERVATION.
- CONTACT SURFACE REMOVAL EFFECT
Table 1: Summary of fatigue crack retardation and closure experiments.
_.
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DISTANCE 55 55 1st cycle 1
st cycle 10th cycle 10th cycle 103cycllts 103cycies
FROM TiP Koe Koe AO AO AO AO AO s~r~ce(mm) midplano surface midplane surface midplon. surface midplane
0·19 39·55 81·30 65·92 - 73·61 83'50 65'92
-
0·38 36'26 74·71 64·82 69·22 68.12 81·30 64·82 73·61
0·76 36·26 71·42 64·82 69.12 68.12 74·71 64'82 71·42
1·52 36·26 65·92 64·82 6EJ.12 68.12 74·71 64·82 10·32
2.09
-
63·72 - 65·92
-
74·71 69·22
-
3·05
-
63·72
-
65·92
-
74·71
-
69·12
55: STEADY STATE CONDITIONS
A 0: POST OVERLOAD CONDITIONS
Tahle 2: 5UI1l"lary of thp. elastic. cr;lck openinr, val'les (K ) for
hefore :toci :lfterlnerlo:tcl for specfmen r,-J2. All K
oe
uflits are
expresseci in KPa-m
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Fi~ure 9: PolycArhonRte fatinue crack growth rate datR.
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ORIGINAL PA';;~~ r;l
OF POOR QUALITY
FRINGE ORDER V5. DISTANCE FP.OM TIP
Distance From Tip (mm)
8.000
.150.030 .060 .090 .120
Distance From Tip (in)
1.000
o.COO Iof--rd~'-*'¥--"""HG",*::""-_----J'--e'!f---'-------''''''
C.ooa
PS ,I,;;' kPaw'ii'i
7.000 I:!JK= 0.00 0.00
C>K= 8.46 9.29
6K= 12.70 13.95
+K= 16.93 18.60 4·0XK= 25.39 27.A9
6.000 ~ K= 33.86 31.20
1'K= 112.32 46,49
~K= '16.56 51.15
ZK= 50.79 55.80
YK= 59.25 65.09
5.000 )( I{ = 63.49 69.75
.K= 67.72 74.40
-
a::: XK= 76.18 83.69 Ew
a Ea:::
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0
w'LOOO t-
~ Zz W.....
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3.000 0
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2.000 C
l"if,llre 13: Free surfi'lce crack openinr, profiles as a function of
npplierl load for specimen H-J2 (slea~y statp condition).
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FRINGE ORDER V5. GISTANCE FF~M TIP
Distance From Tip (0101)
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Fi};lIre 14: "icpL1l1C crack opc!'i":-. profile!> <IS n function of
<lppl!('(! 1001n for Sp0cl.mcn 11-12 (~t('.1rly f;tllte C'onrlitions) •
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OF pOOR QlJAU r1.
FRING~ OROER VS. OISTRNCE FROM TIP
Distance From Tip (mm)
.e ,... 2.0 26 3.2
.150
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74.40
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Z I< = 25.39
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n?,UrI' 15: Free.' fiurfilcr cril('l.( closin:~ rr(lfi1e~ iHI a function or
appliec! 10.111 for ~I'ecincn !\-12 (stc:Hiy fitatf.' conr11tions).
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n~lIn> 17: Frt·c sllrfac£' crack closini'. profllcs as a function of
applle~ loari for speciMen n-12 (overlnarl cycle).
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OF POOR QUALITY
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Fip,lIre 19: F'n.·" ~lIrfacc c:rllck opC'ninp. proflle~ <I!' R function of
applied ]oa,! for specirwn 1:-12 (1st cycle followin~ thl' ovc>r-
lone!) •
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Fir-un- 20: Fn'e surface crack opf'ning profiles as a function of
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4.1 r.RAr.K RF.TARnATIO~
-----
As discussed earlier, fatl~ue crack growth was retarded following
application of the tensile overload to the polycarbonate test specimens.
The crack tip appeared to be blunted by the peak lontf. FiGure 61 ShOUB
the crack tip followinr, the overlond for Test 8-12. t\ote that after 25-
000 cycles following the overload, small individual flaws developed
alonr. the original (steady state) crack front, and after 45 000 cycles,
a single through-crack front hilS been reestablished. Development of a
new crack front and resumption of steady state crack growth at npproxi-
mately 45 000 cycles following the overload, conforms to the delay
period (Nd) in Figure 10. Crack tip bluntinr, was seen in all overload
tests in this project nnd was also observed in similar polycarbonate
overload experiments reported In Reference 5.
In addition to the delay In the average fatigue crack growth rate
followinA the overload cycle, crack tunneling was also observed.
Although the tunneling also occurred during the steady state crack
growth, it was more pronounced following the overloarl. Figures 62-63
compare crack growth hehavior for the interior and the surface of Spec i-
mens R-14 and B-16. Although these tests had Nd values of approximately
50 000 cycles, the specimen surface crack dimension was more affected by
the overload thari the interior (middle) crac~ length.. From these fiC-
ures, It may be observed that, follOlving the overload delay period, the
interior crack growth rate returned to steady state conditions before
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the surface crack growth rate. Thus, a retardation period bnst>d on the
average crack length may not truly repreRent the crack delay across the
specimen thickness.
4.2 CRACK PROFILES
-----
fatigue crack opening profiles were measured by optical inter-
ferometry at various times during the specimen life. The objective of
these measurements was to characterize three-dimensional aspects of the
fatigue crack closure phenomenon. As discussed previously, two dif-
ferent measures were obtained for the crack closure load. In one case,
the minimum stress intensity factor required to physiCAlly separate the
crack tip surfaces was determined from the crack opening profiles. This
measure of crack closure is called the K load in this report and was
o
determined at various points slonp, the crack front through the spec1mt>n
thickness. The second measure of crack closure, the elastic crack open-
ing stress intensity level K ,is defined here as the minimum K value
oe
which causes the crack surfaces to separate in a linear elastic manner.
As described earlier, the K load is determined fro~ the
oe
load/displacement records obtained at various locations behind the crack
tip. All of the teRts presented in this report indicate that the open-
tng and the closing K and K values measured at the specimen surface
o oe
were higher than for the interior case.
Figures 64-67 present the K opening stress intensity factors ~as­
o
ured at different locations along the crack front. In these figures,
the K values are normalized with the baseline cyclic stress intensity,
o
and distances from the specimen surface are normalized with specimen
94
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Since increased blunting of the specimen int~rior is not consistent
This observation does not agree with the conventional closure mechanism
for crack retardation which states that crack delay is due to elevation
The reduction in K at the specimen interior was
o
present experiments may be due to crack tip blunting which causes the
thickness. The zero point on the abscissa for example, represents the
The reduction in the opening load following the overload in the
SI)ec1men surface location while the 0.5 value represents the middle
in the opening load with location is expected from the plane
The crack tip opening loads (K ) following the tensile overload
o
were found to be less than for the steady state case (Figures 64-66).
strain/plane stress transition through the specimen.
remained open under ~ero load whIle the specimen surfaces required posi-
steady state cycling and one for post-overload behavior. The difference
maUon is expected at the surface and the surface should be more
in Figures 64-66 that following the overload, the specimen interior
the drop in the opening load at the specimen interior following the
of the opening loads following the overload.
greater than at the surface suggestion that the specimen interior suf-
tive load to separate.
crack faces to be physically separated from each other. It was observed
at the specimen surface than the interior location, more plastic defor-
fered more blunting than the surface. Since the plastic zone Is bigger
affected by the blunting mechanism.
with the plasticity arguments. another explanation may be in order for
(interior) location. Figures 64-67 each contain two curves; one for
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overload. Perhaps the specimen surface experiencell plastic deformation
during the opening phase of the overload cycle which causes the crack
faces to come in contact at the surface but keeps the crack surfaces
propped open in the specimen interior. Thus, the residual crack tip
displacements along the interior crack front may be due in part to plas-
tic deformation at the free surface and not necessarily to tile blunting
mechanism alone.
Table 2 presents the elastic crack opening stress intensity values
(K ) for Test 8-12. Figure 68 presents these linear K values in a
oe oe
graphical form for the specimen surface while Figure 69 shows the
behavior at the specimen interior. Recall that the K value is defined
oe
here 8S the stress intensity level which causes the crack surfaces to
separate in a linear elastic manner. This load is obtained from a plot
of displacement versus applied load measured at 1\ particular point
behind the crack tip (recall Figures 27-36). Note from these figures
that the K values for the specimen surface are again higher than in
oe
the interior. As the distance from the crack tip increases, the elastic
opening values decrea~e. Note that Figures 68 and 69 show the K
oe
values for the specimen surface are again higher than in the specimen
interior. As the distance from the crack tip increases, the elastic
opening values decrease. This decrease in K as one moves further from
oe
the crack tip has be~n observed earlier in metal specimens (40,55].
Follo\dng the overload, the elastic K values increased although the
oe
crack tip separation load (K ) decreased as niscussed earlier.
o
Although the increase in K following the tensile overload is con-
oe
slstent with the crack retardation phenomenon, it should be noted that
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increases in the elastic opening K values were more pronounced in the
oe
specimen interior than at the surface. Although the specimen interior
experienced a greater elevation in K following the overload than at
oe
the surface. the tunneling phenomenon was more pronounced after the
overload (see Figures 62-63). The interior crack growth quickly resumed
following the overload application suggesting that the interior K
oe
vallie returned to the steady state case shortly follOWing the overload
cycle. On the other hand. large plastic deformation at the specimen
surface would require a longer cycling period for K values at the
oe
specimen surface to return to the steady state levels. Since the over-
load also blunted the crack tip and prevented interference fringe forma-
tion on the new crack faces following retardation. crack opening pro-
r
L files could not be measured once crack growth resumed. Thus. the K ando
r
l .
rl ,
r
L
r
l .
I'
I
K values could not he measured once the crack growth resumed following
oe
the retardation period.
i.1 STRAIN~~~~ RESULTS
As discussed earlier. strain gages were mounted across the crack In
an attempt to measure opening loads by both the fringe and strain gage
methods. Fringe pattern pictures obtained with the strain gage mounted
at the surface are shown in Figure 70. Note that the O-order fringe
does not behave in the same fashion for applied loads as observed in
Figure 11 (the steady state case without strain gage). Figure 70 shows
a cusp at the location of. the strain gage. and the top right corner of
the O-order fringe never passes through the cusp. In essence. the 0-
order fl'inge reaches the specimen surface crack tip without separating
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the crack faces at the strain gage location. Since the strain gage
influenced the crack opening profiles, it· is obvious that the openinn
loads obtained from the strain gap,e data are not consistent with the
interferometric measurements.
A clip gage was also mounted across the crack mouth at the notch of
the specimen, but it was observed that the force exerted across the
notch by the clip gage also affected the opening load. In this case,
the crack tip opening loads were smaller since the tension of the clip
gage applies a positive load at the specimen notch. The effect of the
strain gage, and the clip gage may be due to the fact that the opening
loads for the experiments are relatively small and that the polymer test
material has a low modulus of elasticity •
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4.4 COI,TACT SURFACE RE~IOVAI.
An experiment was conducted to determine the effect of fatigue
crack length on the opening load. As discussed in section 3.2 (Test B-
17), successive lengths of crack surfaces were removed (Figure 58), l'Ind
the resulting fringe patterns were analyzed. Although the quality for
the fringe photogrElphs following the removal of El typical layer are poor
and are not reproduced in this report, it was possible to make crack
displacement measurements from the 35 mm negatives. The fringe patterns
following the removal of one layer are circular whereas the original
fringe patterns were semi-circular as shown in Fi~ure 11. For the
shorter crack lengths (measured fro~ the notch root), th~ O-order fringe
did not reach the crack tip until relatively high loacfs. This elevation
in the opening K value for the shorter crack is inconsistent with the
plastic wake theory, which would expect shorter cracks to have a smaller
plastic wake region behind the crack tip. Removal of this plastic wake
should reduce the closure effect and decrease the opening stress. The
fact that the opening load increased for shorter cracks may be due to
possible residual stresses induced by machining successive layers from
the crack. Detailed examination of this point was beyond the scope of
the current program.
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Fir-ure 61: Photographs of blunted crack tip for 25 000. 30 000.
and 45 000 cycles follmdnr. the overload for specirlCn R-12.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Fatigue cracks were grown in polycarbonate specimens under condi-
tions of constant 6K and were subjected to tensile overloads to deter-
mine the fatigue crack retardation behavior. The cracks were examined
under a monochromatic light source to create optical interference fringe
patterns which were used to measure the crack closure effect in the test
specimens. The crack openinR profiles were obtained as a function of
applied load and were compared before and after the tensile overloads.
The following conclusions may be drawn from these experiments.
A tensile overload was shown to significantly delay subsequent
fatiRue crack growth in polycarbonate specimens grown under conditions
of constant lIK.
The reinitiation of separate crack growth sites along the crack tip
following the overload suggests that crack tip bluntinr, contributes to
the mode of fatigue crack retardation in polycarbonate.
The increased difference between crack growth rates at the surface
and interior of the specimen results in more tunneling following the
overload.
The crack opening load at the specimen surface is significantly
higher than in the interior. which explains the difference in crack
growth rates between the surface and the interior of the specimen. This
difference in opening K values 1s expected from the plastic zone varia-
tion resultinp, from plane stress (surface) and plane strain (interior)
conditions.
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The int~rference patterns obtained from these experiments suggest
that the stress intensity value which causes crack surface displacements
is nearly same for crack opening as closinn , both at the specimen sur-
face and in the specimen interior.
Although the crack tip separation load (K ) decreased following the
o
overload application, the load at which the crack opens and closes
elastically (K ) increased following the overload. This latter
oe
behavior is consistent with the fatigue crack retardation phenomenon
observed in these experiments. Following the tensile overload applica-
tion, the specimen interior experienced a higher elevation in the elas-
tic opening loads than the specimen surface. The more prononnced tun-
neling effect following the overload suggests that the effective cyclic
stress intensity factor at the specimen interior returns to the steady
state level faster than the value at the specimen surface.
The strain and crack opening displacement gage techniques influ-
enced crack opening behavior in the present experiments. Future attempt
to use these methods with fatigue cracks grown at low cyclic stress
intensity factors in polycarbonate specimens should take special precau-
tions to ensure that the measurement technique does not alter the speci-
men behavior.
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